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Abstract. This paper presents an Actor Network Theory (ANT) analy-
sis of a computer hack at a large university. Computer hacks are usually
addressed through technical means thus ensuring that perpetrators are
unable to exploit system vulnerabilities. We however argue that a com-
puter hack is a result of di�erent events in a heterogeneous network
embodying human and non-human actors. Hence a secure organizational
environment is one that is characterized by 'stability' and 'social order',
which is a result of negotiations and alignment of interests among dif-
ferent actants. The argument is conducted through a case study. Our
�ndings reveal not only the usefulness of ANT in developing an under-
standing of the (in)security environment at the case study organization,
but also the ability of ANT to identify di�erences in interests among
actants. At a practical level, our analysis suggests three principles that
management needs to pay attention to in order to prevent future security
breaches.

Keywords: Information security, Computer hack, Actor network the-
ory, IS security

1 Introduction

There appears to be at least two schools of information security (IS) that largely
pursue their own agendas without many cross-references. On the one hand there
is the technical school [1, 2] that has to a large extent focused on how technical
solutions can prevent IS occurrences, such as computer hacks. However as tech-
nologies evolve, a technical �x may not help sustain the solution over a period
of time. On the other hand, there is the socio-behavioural IS research [3] that
concentrates speci�cally on understanding managerial and employee attributes
that contribute to IS. But, just as technical �xes may not help sustain the so-
lution nor can we rely on administrative procedures alone. Hence, it is prudent
to understand IS occurrences, such as hacking, from a socio-technical point of
view. Hacking is not only an e�ect of insu�cient technical measures, nor the
sole result from bad decisions. In this paper we argue that IS occurrences are
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best viewed as socio-technical problems including human as well as non-human
actors [4, 5]. By viewing a computer hack as a result of events [6] within a het-
erogeneous network we will better understand the interplay between the social
and the technical, thus increase our possibility to improve the computer secu-
rity. The purpose of this paper is to illustrate the usefulness of Actor Network
Theory (ANT) for understanding computer security management within an or-
ganization. In this paper we argue that security breaches and possible negative
events are results of a lack of understanding of the complex inter-relationship
between di�erent actors. Such actors may be technological or human. While us-
ing the case of a computer hack in a public institution, we illustrate the inherent
complexities in the interplay between the technical and the social. In a �nal
synthesis the paper proposes that a socio-technical orientation in addressing IS
would have helped in understanding the situation and in better managing the
sequence of events at Stellar University.

The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 contains a discussion about the
two schools of IS: technical and socio-behavioural. Section 3 describes our use of
ANT as research method. Following this, Section 4 provides a short introduction
to the hacker case at Stellar University. Section 5.1 reports on our analysis and
with this basis we discuss our key �ndings in Section 6. Finally, the paper ends
with a concluding discussion in Section 7.

2 From Technical to Socio-Technical IS Research

IS research can broadly be classi�ed into two categories - technical and socio-
behavioural. The technical research has largely been focused on designing so-
phisticated devices and algorithms to protect the information resources. The
socio-behavioural research on the other hand has devoted its interested to the
understanding managerial and employee issues related to IS. While both cate-
gories of research have merit and over the past several years have made signi�cant
contribution to the body of knowledge, there are some fundamental limitations.

Technically oriented IS research has a narrow design focus. The emphasis has
been on creating sophisticated artifacts that help in protecting the information
resources. Occasionally the technical IS research has made calls for considering
the more organizational aspects of IS. For instance Thomas et al. [7] make a call
for conceptualizing task based authorizations and Burns et al. [8] in discussing
the meaning of security and safety. However, such calls have been rather limited.
More often the technical IS community has aspired to develop security mecha-
nisms with little relation to the context of use. This does not mean that technical
IS researchers have not undertaken pertinent research. In fact the converse may
be true. For instance, the importance of con�dentiality as a requirement has
always been highlighted and various privacy preserving mechanisms have been
developed. In recent years technical IS researchers have had a renewed interest in
the con�dentiality requirements, particularly because of corresponding advances
in computing. Along similar lines, Al-Muhtadi et al. [9] propose an authentica-
tion framework in the context of 'active information spaces.', and Myles et al.
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[10] proposes a system that allows users to control their location information,
thus helping preserve privacy in pervasive computing environments.

While these, among others, may be important discoveries, they are limited
in terms of the extent to which the social environment is understood. It is only
when a given technology routine gets disturbed that a plethora of problems
emerge. Technology routines get disturbed in di�erent ways. At a simplest level,
technology can be used to circumvent trust in interactions, causing disturbance
in a routine. In August 2009 three individuals were apprehended by the police
for gaining access to private details of another individual seeking massage ser-
vices on Craigslist (www.craiglist.org). Following solicitation, the victim shared
all his private details with the accused and ended up getting robbed. A more
complex form of technology routine disturbance is when the rule inscribed in
a computer based system fails to match those in the organization or the con-
text. Any discordance in these results and security gets compromised. Dhillon
et al. [11] illustrate such an occurrence in the case of a malaria research center
computer crime situation.

Therefore, while it may be prudent to design technical security mechanisms
in response to what the context may demand, it is equally important to under-
stand the natural setting in which various actors act. Problems emerge when the
rather stable network of actors get disturbed, usually following some negative
event. In an aspiration to grow and have a widespread appeal, Facebook allowed
third party vendors to design widgets and applications. Such applications ac-
cessed more personal information about users than was necessary. It resulted in
Californian and Canadian law suits on the grounds that Facebook was harvest-
ing personal information of users. This lead to Facebook being forced to rede-
�ne its authentication and identi�cation policies [12]. The intricate relationships
between technology and actors have always been at the center of important dis-
cussions. In the context of IS, negotiation between authentication, identi�cation
and ownership of data has been identi�ed [13]. This together with an inability to
balance the needs and wants of various actors causes potential security breaches
[14] and discussion on tensions between technology, security and privacy. Angell
[15] has illustrated the notion of negotiation between di�erent actors in terms of
technical security access and individual rights.

Some early research in the IS community [16], helped in bringing socio-
technical issues to the fore. Further evidence of the importance of human factors
was rendered by Segev et al. [17], where aspects of internet security are discussed.
While this marked the beginning of an appreciation for considering issues that
went beyond the strict con�nes of technical IS concerns, there has been limited
guidance in terms of identifying and articulating socio-technical IS. We believe
that ANT [18, 19], is one way forward in dealing with this.

3 Actor Network Theory

ANT has its roots in the �eld of sociology of science and technology [18, 19],
where researchers see knowledge as products of 'network of heterogeneous ma-
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terials' [4, 5]. ANT is thus a social theory with the aim to understand the con-
struction and transformation of heterogeneous networks including the social as
well as the technical. Using this theory as a frame of reference also makes it
suitable as a method for analysis [20]. ANT has successfully been used in the
information systems �eld to examine, for example, the development of informa-
tion infrastructure [21], the standardization process [22] or for understanding
IT development within healthcare [23]. Using ANT makes us view the circum-
stances around a security breach as a heterogeneous network embodying human
as well as non-human actors (or actants) [24]. Furthermore, it also forces us to
'follow the actors' [24] and to identify the associations that link the di�erent
actors together forming the network. Stability and social order is the product of
a process of negotiation, aligning, or translating, di�erent actants' interests in
the network [21] - an actor-network where everything runs smoothly. A working
computer systems security solution is, in ANT, a product of negotiation. Dif-
ferent views are translated, and inscribed, into the solution. If or when stability
occurs the actants see the network as a whole, forgetting about its parts (i.e.,
black-boxing). It is not until something happens that forces us to question its
workings that we open up the black-box and start investigating the parts.

ANT is a process oriented theory following the constructions of associations
within the network. One common approach in ANT research is thus to align a
series of events as a timeline [25, 26], using critical events as a way to structure
the material and guide the analysis (cf. [6]). A critical event is in our analysis an
action that has transformed the actor-network and resulted in, or failed to result
in, an inscription that has had import for explaining the events at our case at
Stellar University.

ANT includes a number of theoretical concepts that can be used to guide the
analysis. We will not use all the concepts in our analysis, but rather a sub-set
illustrating how ANT can help us disclose the interest and actions of the di�erent
actants in the case of Stellar University. By doing this we will better understand
why it was possible to hack the computer systems at Stellar University. Table
1 contains a compilation of the concepts that we use during the analysis. One
key feature of ANT is that it does not contain any a priori distinction between
human and non-human actors. Both are viewed as active makers of actor net-
works and are included in the unifying actant concept. Furthermore, networks
are changed through translation. A translation is the establishment of a new
or changed relation between actants, and can be described as coexisting in a
network to achieve a common goal. An example from the IS �eld is when policy
makers agree to include a section on con�dentiality in the organization's IS pol-
icy, maybe in alignment with the ISO-standard. The translation model refers to
the prioritization of interests, which means that things (artfacts, orders, goods)
are 'in the hands of people; each of these people may act in many di�erent ways,
letting the token drop, or modifying it, or de�ecting it, or betraying it, or appro-
priating it. [. . . ] Each of the people in the chain is [. . . ] doing something essential
for the existence and maintenance of the token [. . . ] and since the token is in ev-
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eryone's hands in turn, everyone shapes it according to their di�erent projects.'
[27]

Often such a translation requires enrollment where an actant seeks to in�u-
ence how another actant should take its shape, or act, in the network. An example
of enrollment in IS is when a security manager tries to in�uence a user to logout
from the computer when leaving the room - because it is important to keep the
information con�dential. Enrollment and translation can result in inscriptions,
where interests are inscribed into written material or technical systems. If we
continue our example above, a policy maker and a system administrator can
decide to use password protection as a way to implement con�dentiality which
is stated in the IS policy.

Table 1. Key concepts in the ANT framework used in this study

Concept Interpretation of the Concept

Actant An actant is a human or non-human actor that takes the shape they
do by their relations to other actants, such as a policy maker, a user
and an information system.

Actor Network A heterogeneous collection of aligned interest, including for example,
policy makers, users and computer systems.

Event An action that has transformed the actor-network and resulted in,
or failed to result in, inscriptions that had import for explaining the
analyzed situation.

Interest What an actant wants to achieve with an action, for example what a
policy maker wants to achieve with including a section on con�dential-
ity in the IS policy.

Enrollment When an actant seeks to in�uence another actant to act in a particular
manner. For example, when a policy maker provides arguments to
include a speci�c rule in the IS policy.

Translation The creation of an alliance concerning a speci�c issue between human
actors and non-human actors, for example, an agreement to include a
section on con�dentiality in the IS policy.

Inscription A frozen organizational discourse. For example, the materialization of
interests in an IS policy that includes a section on con�dentiality.

Considering the purpose of the paper, to illustrate the usefulness of ANT for
understanding computer security, we will not cover the complete Stellar Univer-
sity case. We have chosen to analyze the translation process from introducing
a speci�c server until the computer system at Stellar University was hacked.
Hence, we focus on the di�erent actants and nine events that formed the com-
puter systems security network at Stellar University. We believe this is the most
interesting aspect of this case, since it shows how ANT can be used to analyze
current computer systems security solutions and reduce the risk of black-boxing
such solutions.
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Empirical work for the case was undertaken over a period of 8 months. The
purpose of the case study was to understand the intricate relationship between
the technology and the human actants. We went into the case considering that
the hack occurred largely because of a technical failure, but soon to realize that
there were a range of behavioral and process related issues. In a �nal synthesis,
the researchers however began appreciating the intricacies of technology and
human actor dependence. All major stakeholders were interviewed, particularly
guided by a socio-technical perspective. In all some 32 hrs of relevant interviewing
was undertaken.

4 Case Description: Hack Discovered at Stellar University

This case study is based on a series of events, which occurred over a period of
two years at the Stellar University. Stellar University is a public educational
institution, which contains a diverse range of technologies. In this open and
diverse environment, security is maintained at the highest overall level possible.
Many of the systems are administered by personnel who have other primary
responsibilities, or do not have adequate time, resources or training. For example,
if the system is not reported as a server to the network group, no �rewall or
port restrictions are put into place. This creates an open, vulnerable internal
network, as it enables a weakly secured system to act as a portal from the
outside environment to the more secured part of the internal network. Some
departments work cooperatively, sharing information, workload, standards and
other important criteria freely with peers. Other areas are 'towers of power'
that prefer no interaction of any kind outside the group. This creates a lack of
standards and an emphasis on �nger pointing and blame assignment instead of
an integrated team approach.

During the time that we followed this case a number of organizational changes
took place. A shift in management focus to group roles and responsibilities, as
well as a departmental reorganization caused several of the 'towers of power'
to be restructured. These intentional changes were combined with the �nancial
di�culties of the province and its resulting decrease in contributions to public
educational institutions. The university was forced to deal with severe budgetary
constraints and cutbacks.

In this paper we focus on a speci�c server (which we call server_1). It was
running Windows NT 4.0 with Service Pack 5 and Internet Explorer 4. It func-
tioned as the domain Primary Domain Controller (PDC), Windows Internet
Naming Service (WINS) server, and primary �le and print server for several de-
partments. On a Monday morning in February, the system administrator noticed
a new folder on the desktop, and called the operating system administrator at
the computer center. Upon signing on locally with a unique domain adminis-
trator level user ID and password, there were several suspicious activities that
occurred. Multiple DOS windows popped up in succession. The suspicious folder
was recreated and the processor usage spiked higher than normal. Antivirus def-
initions and the antivirus scan engine on the system were current; however the
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real-time protection process to examine open �les was disabled. The assumption
was that this may be the �rst action a hacker took so that the antivirus product
did not interfere with the malware application installation. All of these circum-
stances added up to one immediate conclusion: that the system had most likely
been compromised.

5 Actor Network Analysis of 'The Computer Hack Case'

The understanding of why it was possible to hack the computer systems at
Stellar University is illustrated through the negotiation process between key
actants. We investigate the translation, or inscription, of their interests through
di�erent security measures, into the computer systems. In the analysis we show
how actants fail to follow decisions or implement negotiated security measures,
as they have other, more prioritized, interests. We also illustrate how the analysis
reveals di�erent inscriptions. Section 5.1 contains nine critical events that have
in some way disturbed the actor-network or been important for its stabilization.
This is in line with the event-based approach to ANT [6], where events are used
as a way to structure the analysis, and synthesize key �ndings. The section below
summarizes the analysis from the viewpoint of the events that have resulted in
the possibility of hacking into the system. Each event is identi�ed by a unique
number. To each event we associate the actant carrying out the action and the
the interests that guide them. In addition, we discuss the inscriptions, i.e., the
materialization of the involved actants' interests in the computer system, that
the events have resulted in. We illustrate the case as a process from the point
where the naming of server_1 created problems until the hacker got into the
computer system forcing the systems administrator to open up the black box of
server_1.

5.1 Negotiating Information Security

As the corporate culture at Stellar University is as heterogeneous as the net-
work itself, together with a lack of standards, there are a lot of opportunities for
di�erent actants to create whatever level of security they prefer. The naming of
the server_1, which we identi�ed as the �rst event ('E1') is one example. This
name was inscribed into the computer systems as the result of the action of
the system administrator. He included an underscore in the system name (i.e.,
server_1) per his interpretation of the network suggestion. An older version of
UNIX bind was utilized for the primary static DNS server by the networking
group at Stellar University; hence the underscore was unsupported. There were
possible modi�cations and updates that would allow an underscore to be sup-
ported, but these were rejected by the networking group. We identify this reject
as the event 'E2'. At the same time we conclude that this technical information
was not clearly communicated between the two groups.

The third event (E3) we identi�ed is the networking group's e�orts to stan-
dardize the server names to include dashes. Nevertheless, the name 'server_1'
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became irreversible as the system administrator decided it was too much work
to change the naming to 'server-1'. A name change required reinstallations of
a database manager and recon�gurations of all the computer systems in the
domain. His priority was to '�re �ght' and keep everything running. After this
event the University management decided to implement a new organization (E4).
They had determined that all servers in the department should be located at
the computer center. This aligned with the roles and responsibilities of the com-
puter center to provide an appropriate environment for the servers and employ
quali�ed technical personnel to provide operating system support. Other groups
(i.e., application development, database administration, client support) were to
concentrate on their appropriate roles, which were much di�erent than server
administration. There were attempts to enroll the old systems administrators
to support centralization of servers and technical personnel in order to ensure a
secure computer system. This was, however, not very successful, as they contin-
ued to monitor and administrate the computer systems remotely. Server_1 was
anyhow transferred to the computer center with new system administrators.

Minimal system documentation and history were included, and since the new
system administrators had not built the systems, reverse engineering was nec-
essary to determine installed software and how the hardware and software were
con�gured (E5). In order to stabilize server_1 the new system administrators
scheduled a maintenance window to install Service Pack 6a (E6). However, this
attempt was quite disastrous. Windows NT 4.0 Service Pack 6a would not apply
and had to be aborted. The system administrators received error message of
'could not �nd setup.log �le in repair directory.' The critical application that
used SQL would not launch when signed on locally to the server as an admin-
istrator, and had an error. Due to the minimal system documentation the new
systems administrator lacked the knowledge to solve the problem. As a result, no
inscription was made in the actor network. From a security perspective it meant
that the computer system was vulnerable to execution of remote code since the
Microsoft Security Bulletin MS04-007 was never installed.

Before next maintenance window research was accomplished to determine
how to correct the error messages. Microsoft knowledge base article 175960 had
a suggested corrective action for the 'could not �nd setup.log �le' error. Further
o�-hours attempts �nally allowed all service packs and security patches to be
applied. This Successful installation is our seventh event (E7). The new systems
administrators wanted to make modi�cations of the servers to bring them up-to-
date and more in line with current standards. A joint decision was made between
the groups to replace the legacy hardware and restructure the environment in a
more stable fashion, which was supposed to result in decreased the vulnerability
of server_1 (E8). Several replacement servers were agreed upon, and a 'best
practices' approach was determined. At that point, lack of manpower, new pri-
orities, resistance to change and reluctance to modify what currently functioned
caused a delay of several months. Hence, no inscription was done at that time.

The �nal and ninth event is when the 'Ken' is granted access to server_1.
This happens before that Monday morning in February. The DameWare trojan
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program DNTUS26, had managed to cause unwanted changes in the computer
system. Netcat (nc.exe) was an active process, which may have been used to open
a backdoor and gain access to the system due to the late inscription of Service
Pack 6a and the delayed modi�cations of the servers (E6 and E7). Additionally,
a key was added to the Windows Registry that would reinstall the malware if it
was located and removed by a system administrator. Since the primary domain
controller was hacked and all of the domain security information was amassed
in a hacker-created directory, it was assumed that the entire domain had been
compromised. By implementing and running the Trojan program, 'Ken', a hybrid
of the trojan software and the human hacker, acted as a delegate for the hacker,
and actually managed to disturb the running of server_1.

It is evident from the analysis why it was possible to hack server_1. It was
a result of not enough negotiations between di�erent actants, especially the lack
of negotiation between the key players within systems administration: old and
new systems administrators, the networking group and server_1. There was
not enough willingness to discuss and collaborate. The associations between the
di�erent groups then became weak, thus making the actor-network vulnerable
and instable. Another reason why it was possible to hack server_1 was due to
the irreversibility of the computer system. Modi�cations, for instance changing
the server name, were hard to make, and required many resources. This made
server_1 an 'immutabile mobile', resistant to change. The hacking, however,
forced everyone to open up the black-box of the university computer system and
scrutinize its di�erent parts.

6 Discussion of Key Findings

As has been discussed in Section 3, an actor-network is ideally a stable environ-
ment. If there is integrity among actions, interests and inscriptions, i.e., there
is ongoing negotiation, then the chances of disturbances in the homogeneous
network are minimal. The homogeneity of the actor network is in a sense a per-
fection in the socio-technical design. However this ideal stage is typically hard
to maintain. Problems occur and can largely be linked to the manner in which
inscription [28] occurred or translation [24] took place. In the computer hack
case, we observed issues both in inscription and translation. While Latour [24]
does not speci�cally di�erentiate between the process of inscription and trans-
lation, for one informs the other, conceptually however we can think of the two
separately.

6.1 Inscription, Translation, and Socio-Technical Design

Based on our analysis of the computer hack case and the process of inscrip-
tion and translation, we can identify the following socio-technical issues and the
related principles.

The system administrator had the implicit assumption that technology could
survive on its own. Attempts to �x the problem were simply ignored. System
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administrators are typically constrained by their thinking, relying heavily on
quick technical �xes. Principle 1: The implicit theories of human actors tend
to rely extensively on the non-human actors, ignoring the importance of the
negotiation process between the actants, this resulting in severe security �aws.

The networking group rejected the approach that the system administrator
took in ensuring that the 'server_1' naming remained supported. This hap-
pened without any e�ort in understanding the intentions or interests of the
system administrator. When the new organization was implemented, there was
not enough information to negotiate inscriptions. Principle 2: Preponderance of a
non-systemic approach, because of limited conceptualization of actant behavior
and interests, leads to misinterpretation of actions and to serious IS problems.

Stellar University as an actant took a rather static view of the computer
networks. They considered the various actants - networking group, system ad-
ministrators, server_1 as static entities. The human actors at Stellar University
�rmly believed that changing one may not necessarily impact others. This re-
sulted in not considering the socio-technical interactions and the related errors in
design. All these were then inscribed into a 'black-box'. Principle 3: A static view
of the actants ignores interactions and the related negotiations, which results in
highly vulnerable environments.

6.2 Interest, Enrollment, and Socio-Technical Information Security

A key process by which the interest and integrity of actor networks are main-
tained is enrollment. As Walsham [20] notes, 'successful networks of aligned
interests are created through the enrollment of a su�cient body of allies, and
the translation of their interests so that they are willing to participate in partic-
ular ways of thinking and acting which maintain the network.' This means that
alignment of divergent interests is dependent of enrollment of di�erent actors
into the network. Failure to do so results in a 'broken' actor-network. Central
to the enrollment process is also the associated changes by way of which insti-
tutionalization occurs.

In the case of Stellar University the discourses underway between the net-
working group, the system administrator and the technology (server_1) are ex-
amples of enrollment. How successful such an enrollment might be is totally a
di�erent matter. Clearly in the case of Stellar University, alignment of interest
did not occur. As McLoughlin [29] would have argued, the 'entrepreneurial po-
litical activity in enrolling human and non-human actor into the actor-network'
was unsuccessful.

As is obvious from the Stellar University case, lack of alignment of interest
and adequate enrollment of di�erent stakeholders prevented the formation of
a stable actor-network. This had serious consequences, which surfaced when a
hacker was able to exploit the server. This means that in order for changes -
structural or process - to be successful, all interests need to be aligned, failure
to do so results in opening opportunities for abuse. Successful IS related socio-
technical change can only be brought about if the new technological form includes
stakeholder groups so as to align their interests with technology. Inability to do
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so results in potential security compromises. Tensions between di�erent actants
need to be resolved for successful organizational change. One way of doing this
is to bring technology as well as human actors into the same frame of reference,
thus ensuring integrity in the process.

7 Conclusion

Management of information security (IS) is a socio-technical activity. And any
change related to IS gets translated as socio-technical change, which needs to be
understood both in terms of social and material artifacts. In this paper we have
illustrated the use of Actor Network Theory in developing an understanding of
the socio-technical changes and the emergent IS problems. Results presented in
this paper home in on the core concepts of inscription, translation and enroll-
ment, resulting in three principles that are important for management to have
in mind: (P1) the implicit theories of human actors tend to rely extensively on
the non-human actors, (P2) preponderance of a non-systemic approach leads to
misinterpretation of actions and to serious IS problems, and (P3) a static view
of the actants ignores interactions and the related negotiations. These princi-
ples illustrate the importance of viewing IS as including the technical as well
as the social, within a complex heterogeneous network. While our �ndings can-
not be generalized to all IS situations, they do frame management of IS as a
socio-technical problem.
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